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FDI Scenario in Uzbekistan-Glancing

at The First Decade after the Independence

Mukhsinkhuja ABDURAKHMONOV

Uzbekistan－the most populated country in Central Asia－pro-

vides an interesting contrast in terms of the transition strategies

and economic outcomes. Uzbekistan transitional policies have been

much more conservative and in contrast with policies adopted by

other transitional economies in its peer group ; preferring to trans-

form its economy using its own form of gradualism and slow se-

quencing of reforms. In recent years foreign direct investment has

become an important feature of the development of the world econ-

omy, and Uzbekistan too is coming to terms with these global chal-

lenges. This study aims at analyzing the foreign direct investment

inflow to Uzbekistan ; the presence of incentives and obstacles for in-

vestors as well as government policy for investment attraction has

been brought into focus. In the end some suggestions for the promo-

tion of investment-friendly environment have been put forward.

JEL Classification Numbers : F２１，O５３，P３３

Key Words : Transitional Economies, Capital Flows, Market Economy,

Economic Development, Central Asia, Uzbekistan

1. Introduction
The new field of“Economics of Transition”developed with the transition

of former socialist economies to a market oriented economy. International capi-
tal flows to the transitional economies represent a relatively small, but grow-
ing share of capital flows to developing countries. According to the World Bank,
taken all flows together, total net flows to these２５countries were about＄６７
billion in１９９９or about１／７of aggregate net flows to all developing countries.
These countries accounted, however, for about２０and２２percent respectively of
all developing countries’ Gross Domestic Product（GDP）and exports in１９９９．
As a fraction of their GDP, total inflows were consequently smaller than for
many other developing countries, and averaged about５．１ percent over the
１９９１-９９period ; representing a lower level of capital flows to these countries
during a period when global capital flows were very buoyant.

Private capital flows to developing countries increased dramatically dur-
ing the１９９０s, especially foreign direct investment（FDI）and portfolio equity
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investment. While flows to the transitional economies have also been growing
fast－for example, portfolio and foreign direct investment flows increased from
＄１．４billion in１９９０to＄３３．５billion in１９９９－between them they still only at-
tract about１６percent of total private capital flows to all developing countries
in１９９９．In１９９９，FDI to transitional economies, for example, was only＄１９bil-
lion, equivalent to the total amount received by Malaysia and Mexico in that
year.１）

The distribution of FDI flows has also been highly uneven. The still rela-
tively low level of, especially private capital flows, reflects the special nature of
the economic development processes in these countries. Several factors are im-
portant. One of these factors is the fact that these states are all transition
economies. This meant, for one that market reforms did not get underway un-
til the end of the１９８０s for most of transitional economies－with the notable
exceptions of Hungary and Poland－and until１９９１or even later for the former
Soviet Union（FSU）．Another factor is nature and composition of the capital
flows which influenced the transition process. In particular, early in the transi-
tion the capital flows were mainly fiscally driven and often from official
sources. Annual net flows of official development finance－including official
development assistance（grants and official concessional loans）and official
non-concessional loans－represented about４０ percent of total net flows in
１９９０-９９and over１００percent in１９９０-９１（as private net flows were negative in
those years）.２）This reflected the sharp deterioration of fiscal revenues at the
onset of the transition process and the lack of creditworthiness of some coun-
tries. Associated with this process were low private capital inflows, and, as
mentioned, for some countries substantial amounts of capital flight also took
place. The low level of private inflows was due to a variety of factors, including
partial and incomplete reforms or an uncertain commitment to reform in most
countries, high political and social costs of the transition process itself, as well
as high levels of corruption and political instability（several countries in the
FSU have been affected by civil wars）．Many countries in transitional econo-
mies also lost financing and aid from the Soviet Union－they had received con-
siderable aid, including through above market export prices and below market
import（especially energy）prices, from the Soviet Union, but these flows essen-
tially ceased in１９８９－implying a larger financing need for their governments.

In more recent years, there has been a more rapid inflow of private capital,
as reform efforts have consolidated and economic prospects improved and, for
some countries of FSU such as Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia, as EU-
integration became a possibility for the near future. For some countries, short-

１）World Bank，１９９９．

２）IMF“Transition Report,”２０００．
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term capital has recently become an important source of foreign financing.
Since most countries have been“late-comers”to the phenomenon of large pri-
vate capital inflows they have not experienced much of the overheating phe-
nomena which have affected other developing countries in the past（Latin
America）and recently（East Asia）．The main exceptions indeed were precisely
some of the earlier and faster reformers like Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic
and Estonia.３）

Transitional Economies are divided in two groups, according to the speed
of their reforms and the approach which they took for the process of transi-
tion：“Shock therapy”and“Gradual”or“Step by Step”transition. The“Shock
therapy”countries include Central and Eastern European（CEE）４）countries
and some countries of FSU. These are countries, which tried to achieve the
move toward a market economy simultaneously. This transition strategy is
based on pure liberalism, free interplay of market forces and the elimination of
all regulatory functions of the government with minimal interference of the
state in economic management.

Another alternative was a steady and gradual transformation from the
over-centralized administrative command system based on common national
property to a mixed market economy by strengthening the state and the thor-
ough implementation of a consistent and gradual strategy of transition. Fos-
tering market relations, supporting private sector development and making
maximum use of inherited human resources, as well as real economic and so-
cial infrastructures to develop and manage respectively a dual track economy
under the transition process have become instrumental pillars of the state-led
“Gradual”transition.

Regardless of their approach, the transition to a market economy is far
from complete for most of the economies in the region. Distortions in factor
markets are still prevalent and the institutional development in areas crucial
to beneficial financial integration－particularly the legal system and financial
sector－is still limited, especially in many of countries of the FSU. Deficiencies,
which in other developing countries have been associated with subsequent
problems, including poor resource allocation and financial crises, are thus still
prevalent in many transition economies.５）By tackling these issues now, these
countries could presumably stand to gain more of the benefits and less of the
risks associated with more financial integration and large private capital
flows.

The aim of this paper is to analyze the FDI inflow to one of the transi-

３）Murphy et al，１９９２．

４）CEE countries include former socialist countries like Hungary, Chechoslavakia, Poland, etc.

５）Gelb et al，１９９７．
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tional countries－to Uzbekistan. Even though Uzbekistan has many advan-
tages compared to other Central Asian countries, the inflow of the FDI was
relatively low. I want to analyze the reasons for this relatively low investment
flow and try to suggest the creation of an investment friendly environment in
order to attract more foreign investors to the economy of Uzbekistan.

2. Focusing on Uzbekistan
Uzbekistan－the most populated country in Central Asia－provides an in-

teresting contrast in terms of the transition strategies and economic outcomes.
Uzbekistan has a much younger profile of the population, according to Table１
with６０percent of the population under the age of１６and a more ethnically ho-
mogeneous population with７０percent of the population of Uzbek ethnicity.
Uzbekistan has been much more conservative, preferring to transform its
economy using its own form of gradualism and slow sequencing of reforms.
Uzbekistan is primarily a cotton producing economy with cotton contributing
up to６０percent of the agricultural output and３０percent of export earnings.
The production of cotton also means forward linkages in the economy in terms

Table１．Uzbekistan-Multiple Indicators

Economic Indicators

Share of Extractive Industry in Industrial Output １２％

Share of Manufacturing and Food in Industrial Output ７０％

Proved Recoverable Oil Reserves（mil. Met tons） ４１

Black Market Exchange Rate（％ diff. over official） １０

GNP per Capita（US＄２０００） ２，７４０

GDP（billion US＄） ２３．７

GDP Growth Rate，２０００ ３．４％

Exports（％ of GDP） ２９

Demographic Indicators

Population（million） ２５．１

Urban Population（％ of total） ４０．６

Share of Population under１６ ６０％

Population Growth Rate ２．５％

Percentage of Dominant Ethnic Group（２０００） ７０％

Social Indicators

Infant Mortality per１，０００Live Births（１９８１-９０） ４２．７

Poverty（％, headcount index） ２４

Life Expectancy at Birth ６８．１

Secondary School Enrolment Rate（％） ９８

Source : Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics
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of ginning, and textiles production. This, in combination with an agriculture-
based food industry means that more than５０percent of the industrial output
is derived from manufacturing. While the structure of the economy may be as-
sociated with Uzbekistan’s relatively lower income levels and higher poverty
and mortality rates since it became independent, there is also evidence to sug-
gest that the exceptional mildness of Uzbekistan’s transitional recession and
subsequent growth can, in part, be accounted for by its low degree of initial in-
dustrialization and its cotton production. One possible interpretation of this
result is that Uzbekistan appears to have been effective at preventive the col-
lapse of its relatively small industrial sector by combining rigid state control
with subsidies that were in large part financed by cotton exports. Uzbekistan
has a more diversified economy than other transitional neighboring states.

2.1 “Gradual” Transition
The transition from central command system to market economy in

Uzbekistan is based on５principles. These principles are proclaimed by the
President of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
１．Economy over politics
２．State is the main reformer
３．Supremacy of the law
４．Social protection of low income population
５．Gradual transition to market economy
Uzbekistan clearly adopted a more gradualist approach, based on the idea

that the unfettered market may not be compatible with the Government’s
aims of socioeconomic development.６）Thus, this line of thinking argued that
the failures of transition lie in a misunderstanding of the foundations of a
market economy-particularly in its informational requirements－as well as in
a misunderstanding of the basics of an institutional reform process. Alterna-
tive arguments stress that it takes time to build a new world, adjustment costs
can be high and politically and socially destabilizing, and that the pace of new
job creation is likely to be slow.

In Uzbekistan, gradualism received official support primarily on grounds
of national and historical factors including ethnic diversity, the younger age
profile of the population, low living standards relative to the rest of the former
Soviet Union, the need to maintain social cohesion and stability, and the
deeply-entrenched public psychology of dependency on the state.７）This im-
plied that the state was given a principal role in the transition process not
only as the developer and implementer of reforms－but also as the collective

６）Milanovic，１９９８．

７）Gilman，１９８１．
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Table２．GDP of Uzbekistan

１９９３ １９９４ １９９５ １９９６ １９９７ １９９８ １９９９

GDP at Market Prices
in mln. of Soums

５，１１３ ６４，８７８ ３０２，７８７ ５５９，０７２ ９７６，８２６１，３５８，７８１１，９４２，１０９

GDP % Change Over
Previous Year

－２．３ －５．２ －０．９ １．６ ２．５ ４．４ ４．１

Source : Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics.

entrepreneur, production regulator, and investor in priority sectors. Many of
these justifications, therefore, are linked to the earlier discussion of initial con-
ditions. As a result, many of even the“first generation”policy reforms, such as
price liberalization, trade and foreign exchange liberalization, and interest
rate liberalization were slower to develop in Uzbekistan.

2.2 Policy for Economic Growth
Its own resource endowments of cotton and gold may have also played a

key role in maintaining foreign exchange inflows and growth, but they mainly
served as a launching pad for a wider array of manufacturing activities,
whether this is sustainable or not is, of course, a different issue. Consequently,
by１９９９，Uzbekistan’s GDP had recovered up to９６percent of its１９９１level. In
fact, over the five years１９９５-９９，Uzbekistan experienced a cumulative１０per-
cent real economic growth.８）The quality of fiscal adjustment has been poor in
most CIS countries, but Uzbekistan has had a much larger emphasis on social
and physical investment, and has managed to avoid any large buildup of pay-
ments arrears.９）Uzbekistan may have had larger overall fiscal contraction,
but was that appropriate in terms of maintaining social welfare and enabling
future growth? The data suggests that Uzbekistan may indeed have managed
the fiscal adjustment better, notwithstanding the large unknown stocks of con-
tingent liabilities. In Uzbekistan, there is no evidence to suggest a systemic
buildup of budgetary arrears, though delays in wage and pension payments
are reported. Public investments in Uzbekistan were７percent of GDP.１０） In-
vestments in productive physical assets－roads, schools, and other infrastruc-
ture－have received special attention in the Uzbekistan government’s public
investment program, though there are some questionable investments in the
industrial sector. Furthermore, in１９９８Uzbekistan invested７．２and３．３per-
cent of GDP on education and health respectively.１１）

８）World Bank Country Report，１９９９．

９）Ethier et al，１９９５．

１０）Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics，２００１．

１１）World Bank，１９９８．
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Traditional ways of looking at external vulnerabilities－such as months-
of-import coverage and external debt-to-GDP ratios－are misleading in the
case of Uzbekistan. This is because imports in Uzbekistan are severely com-
pressed through administrative means and therefore give an upward bias to
the import coverage figures. Similarly, the foreign exchange is administra-
tively set at a grossly over-valued rate. As a result, the GDP figure in US dol-
lars is biased upwards and the ratio of external debt-to-GDP is biased down-
wards as the borrowings of Uzbekistan are in dollars. Liquidity indicators for
１９９９were reasonable with debt-service to exports of１８％ for Uzbekistan and
foreign exchange reserves were adequate to provide coverage against short-
term debt flows and debt-service.１２）However, the ratio of the debt-service to ex-
ports has been increasing, partly driven by new short and medium term bor-
rowings.

Since there is shortage in hard currency reserves, for its economic devel-
opment Government of Uzbekistan adopted“import substituting produc-
tion”and“export oriented production”strategies. As a result of the production
of import substituting products Uzbekistan has already become completely
self-sufficient with regards to its oil and gas. Furthemore grain independence
has been achieved.

With regards to the“export oriented production”strategy the government
is encouraging the development of textile, mining, automobile and some other
industries in order to increase supply of hard currency for its reserves. The pri-
ority given to this strategy also implies an increased trend towards the devel-
opment of the processing of agricultural products in order to achieve exporta-
tion of not only raw cotton, but also of processed fruits and vegetables.

3. FDI in Uzbekistan
The inflow of FDI to the particular country depends on several conditions.

One of these conditions is factor-price condition, which assumes presence of
natural resources and cheap labor. The second condition is Kindleberger’s con-
dition, which means foreign investors should have monopolistic advantage
against local industries and producers in the host country. The third one is
Lenin’s condition, which points out the possibilities of investment only in the
presence of sufficient infrastructure and required quality and quality of labor.
Even if wages would be cheaper than in other countries and foreign investors
would have monopolistic advantage, investors never invest their capital with-
out sufficient infrastructure and required quality and quantity of labor. The
Southeast Asian countries could offer the required quality of labor and infra-

１２）Transition Report，１９９９．

１３）Sasaki T，１９９８．
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structure as well as lower wage rates compared with Japan.１３）We can also in-
clude here the presence of social infrastructure in this condition. In fact these
countries have offered favored Law conditions and built special investment ar-
eas. So, in fact, they did receive a bulk of FDI. In case of Uzbekistan, even
though the availability of natural resources, a low wage rate and low market
prices serve as an attracting instrument for FDI, the absence of a good infra-
structure, laws concerning FDI owned operations and some other concerns
make investors doubtful.

According to Table３, in１９９８，FDI per capita was＄９，while cumulative
FDI inflows over１９８９-９８were＄７１７million in Uzbekistan. In relative terms,
Uzbekistan saw more FDI flows into sectors with larger multipliers－automo-
biles, electronics, textiles, chemicals, mining, and agro processing. At the same
time, this does not mean that despite their short-term economic gains, these
foreign investments in Uzbekistan are viable over a more medium-to longer
term horizon. Much of the foreign investment in Uzbekistan is directed by the
Government into sectors that the Government feels are‘strategic’for the fu-
ture and are consistent with its vision of an industrialized nation, but not nec-
essarily with the country’s comparative advantage. Uzbekistan-as part of its
import-substitution industrialization strategy－has been more selective in
opening sectors of its economy to foreign investors. Thus, widespread and
rapid liberalization of the economy has not been a necessary driving force in
its development strategy. A strategy of picking‘winners’entails high risks and
is typically subject to large economic losses over time. Moreover, the distorted
policy environment in Uzbekistan, particularly as it relates to the incentive
bias against exports, is already undermining the profitability and growth pros-
pects of these new industries. After good progress in the early years, in Uzbeki-
stan, the process of foreign exchange liberalization was reversed in late１９９６，
when a system of multiple exchange rates was formally introduced. Growing
restrictions on access to foreign exchange and smaller sales of foreign ex-
change by the Central Bank led to a growing parallel market premium over
the official rate, which by end-１９９９had reached a maximum of over５００per-
cent.１４）But the multiple exchange rate system in Uzbekistan introduced an in-
sidious system of taxation and subsidization which severely distorts the prices
faced by producers and consumers. Combined with soft budget constraints, the
consequent fall in industrial output－which usually results from the restruc-
turing of potentially viable and the liquidation of non-viable enterprises－has
been much smaller in Uzbekistan.

１４）Transition Report，２０００．
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Table３．FDI Flows to Uzbekistan

１９９２ １９９３ １９９４ １９９５ １９９６ １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００

Net FDI（Million US＄） ９ ４８ ７３ ８９ ９０ １６７ ２２６ ２０１ ２３１

GDP（Million US＄） １９７９．５ ５１０４ ５６９５．４ ９１７９ １２０３７ １０８４０ １０５９６ ７４５３ na

Total Flows / GDP（％） ０．５ ０．９ １．３ ０．９８ ０．７５ １．５４ ２．１３ ２．７ na

Source : Transition Report２０００．

3.1 Government Policies towards FDI
The Government of Uzbekistan has created favorable conditions for a very

few showcase foreign investors, but the overall investment climate is poor.
Uzbekistan has the potential to be a regional economic powerhouse, but, while
the Government of Uzbekistan in principle seeks foreign investment, it has yet
to create the necessary conditions to attract the investment it needs. The gov-
ernment actively courts foreign investment in productive capacity, and pro-
vides significant tax benefits to such undertakings, particularly if the produc-
tion in question is for import substitution or for export. But severely restricted
access to foreign exchange, cumbersome banking procedures, and other bu-
reaucratic problems discourage investment. Moreover, the Government has
not grasped the importance of predictability and transparency to foreign in-
vestors. It often unilaterally revises the conditions under which investments
are made, leaving investors with little recourse. The government’s tendency to
legislate by decree further complicates the situation ; the result is an inter-
nally incoherent and arbitrary structure, rather than the stable framework a
foreign investor expects.

Larger companies usually address this problem by seeking a presidential
or ministerial decree that lays out the privileges and responsibilities of all the
parties, and provides exceptions to any problematic or unclear legal provisions.
Such big investors like Daewoo Auto, British American Tobacco, Nestle and
Coca-Cola receive special attention from the government and have access to
limited exchange of their profit by official exchange rate. Obtaining such de-
crees, however, is an expensive, time-consuming and non-transparent process.
Accordingly, smaller foreign companies must take the structure as it is ; they
often approach the problem by engaging in a joint venture with an Uzbek part-
ner, often a state-controlled enterprise. It is easier to create a joint venture
with state-controlled enterprise rather than a private one in terms of bureau-
cratic procedures.

Investors also seek to have their projects included in the government’s
National Priority Investment Program（NPIP），which was created in１９９４by
the special decree of Cabinet of Ministers to channel the inflow of FDI to the
specified economic sectors in order to produce domestically import substitut-

FDI Scenario in Uzbekistan-Glancing at The First Decade after the Independence １９１



ing and export oriented products. The NPIP is renewed on an annual basis in
order to support strategically important sectors of economy. Projects included
in the program are generally granted preferential access to foreign exchange
as well as additional tax benefits and a smoother dealings with bureaucratic
system. Again, however, the process by which projects are included in the pro-
gram is not transparent. Many of the projects on the list are public infrastruc-
ture project for which debt rather than private equity financing is sought.

The government tends to seek big-name strategic investors, especially in
those fields it considers to be underdeveloped and that it wants to expand. The
fields currently targeted are manufacturing, telecommunications, mineral ex-
traction, oil and gas, textiles, apparel and food processing. The government is
eager to attract foreign technology and aims to develop a manufacturing base
for import substitution. Through joint ventures, Uzbekistan assembles Korean
automobiles and American and German agricultural equipment, and manufac-
tures cigarettes with a British partner. Joint ventures with Swiss and Ameri-
can firms are also active in the field of food processing and packaging. A num-
ber of manufacturing JVs, most prominently with the Korean firm Daewoo to
produce consumer electronics and telecommunications equipment, which

Table４．Foreign Direct Investment by Sectors of Economy
（in mln. of soums）

１９９４ １９９５ １９９６ １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００ ２００１ ２００２

Industry : ５８３１ ４００６４ ６６９８５ ８７７８１ １１４２５３ １７５２３９ ２２１４７２ ４７８２６９ ８８２３２

Energy ３０２３ １５２０４ ５５１２４ ６６３３３ ７８５５２ ９１１３７ １０１３３３ ３１６０９５ ３０３７８

Mettalurgy １９６６ ５４７０ ７６０７ １１００９ １０６３９ １６６４１ １９１５４ ６１５１３ ８６７８

Chemical and oil １１３ ７９１ ３１４２ ７００３ ８２６２ ５５７９２ ５９０２９ ４８５７６ ５０４８

Machine building ３６７ １７６４８ ５０８９ ６９３０ １１６１４ １５３９６ ３０６０１ ８４２２１ １４７２５

Light industry ４４１ ２８４３ ９２２４ ６１０１ １７２１４ １２０５７ １７５０３ ７０１２３ １６３３２

Food industry ２９０ １５５１ ６７３６ １４０６８ １３６５０ １３１６９ １８６７７ ２３３５２ ３２４５

Transport １０１４ ６１６４ ２６０２１ ４７６９５ ６７１５８ ５９９９０ １０８４９３ １３６７６２ ３０３６７

Communication ４２ ５３４ ５２６５ １０５１５ １０６７４ ９９２５ １６１８３ ２４７４１ ４９００

Agriculture １５２４ ７４５５ １０３１５ １８４０８ ２３８０３ ４３９２１ ４２６２９ ５５１２０ １７７２１

Construction ９２４ ６３７３ １０５８５ １９１５０ ２３３７６ ２７０６３ ３４８４３ ５０６８３ １３４８８

Others ４４１３ ２４８３８ ３７５７７ ６９３７２ １３１４１６ １９２２８７ ２９６０７５ ３２３０３３ ９７３４６

All Foreign

Investment

１３７４８ ８５４２８ １５６７４８ ２５２９２１ ３７０６８０ ５０８４２５ ７１９６９５１０６８６０８ ２５２０５４

’Data is for the first quarter of the year.

”Including Services.

Source : Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics.
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Table５．Volume of Exports/Imports by Joint
Ventures in the Republic of Uzbekistan

（in mln. of US＄）

１９９９ ２０００ % change

Exports ３７１．５ ４５１．６ １２１．６

Imports １０２７．８ ７６０．５ ７４

Source : Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics.

started its operations in１９９３and was closed in１９９８，however, due to the bank-
ruptcy of DAEWOO Corporation in Korea as well as currency convertibility
problems in Uzbekistan.

Uzbekistan’s outdated legal and regulatory framework is particularly no-
ticeable in the mining and oil and gas sectors. Draft petroleum legislation to
allow for Production Sharing Agreements has languished for over three years
without being submitted to Parliament. As an interim measure to attract in-
vestment, the government enacted a decree in May２０００ that provides some
tax breaks for investors in the sector, but does not address the basic legislative
inadequacies. The current mining regime is a Soviet era law on subsoil ; U.S.
mining companies are advocating a concession law. One potentially significant
benefit for foreign investors is the Ten-Year Guarantee, which claims to pro-
tect investors against adverse legislative or regulatory changes for the first
ten years of their investment. In practice, however, attempts by foreign inves-
tors to apply this protection against adverse changes such as tax increases or
changes in the foreign currency regime have proven fruitless.

The government is undertaking a privatization program, but in the cur-
rent investment climate it has failed to attract serious foreign interest. An ag-
gravating factor is the government’s reluctance, in most cases, to grant foreign
investors even the５１percent of shares needed for day-to-day operational con-
trol, let alone the７６percent required under Uzbekistan’s corporate law for se-
rious restructuring.１５）Under the government’s program, which is supported by
a World Bank loan, large companies are being developed for case-by-case pri-
vatization, while many smaller ones are being privatized through a series of
auctions, during which shares are offered to a number of private investment
funds（PIF）．Foreigners are encouraged to purchase these shares, and a１９９８
decree guarantees that shares held for at least one year may be converted
back into foreign exchange ; however, the lack of a secondary market has im-
peded trading in these shares.１６）

１５）Law on International Investments，１９９８．

１６）Transition Report，２０００．
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3.2 Shortfalls in FDI Attraction
While the government has justified exchange controls as a means of chan-

neling Uzbekistan’s foreign exchange reserves into investment in high priority
sectors, even priority manufacturing companies report significant obstacles to
their operations. Some investors have been forced to cease operations for
months at a time because they lack the foreign exchange to import needed
parts and raw materials. Others are unable to pay debts to foreign creditors, in
at least one case even for capital equipment purchased for a government prior-
ity project. Even where conversion at the official rate is possible, the cumber-
some application process makes it difficult to plan production schedules. For-
eign exchange at the overvalued official rate has become scarcer each year
since１９９６（understandably since the rate has become more and more overval-
ued）.１７）A further disincentive to both investment and exports is the require-
ment that businesses earning foreign exchange must surrender a portion of it
into soum（national currency）at the official exchange rate. This surrender re-
quirement, raised in January１９９９to５０％ from an already steep３０％，is the ef-
fective equivalent of a hefty tax on exports.１８）Furthermore, businesses report
that the government has been assessing the surrender requirement on reve-
nues as projected by the government, rather than on actual revenues, result-
ing in a significantly higher penalty. When implementing the surrender re-
quirement the government said it was temporary, for one year, but nearly a
year and half later the government still refuses lower or eliminate it. Some
foreign investors have negotiated special decrees that exempt them from the
surrender requirement.

3.3 Creating a Favorable Investment Climate
The Government’s policy intended for the creation of favorable investment

climate provides significant incentives and tax benefits. The financial and eco-
nomic incentives system has the greatest impact on the overall investment cli-
mate. The system promoting foreign direct investment in the production
sphere mainly concentrates on export-oriented industries, especially such in-
dustries as textile, mining and car production. In１９９９，the highest foreign in-
vestment inflow took place in the energy（３０percent），transportation（１３per-
cent）and agriculture（１２percent）sectors.１９）In the first half of２０００，foreign in-
vestment was actively courted in the petrochemical and transportation indus-
tries.２０）And over５４ percent of total foreign investment has been related to

１７）In October of１９９６the exchange of national currency into hard currency was officially stopped for almost all

companies, which forced most of businesses to close.

１８）Tanzi and Tsibouris，１９９９．

１９）Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics，２００１．

２０）Zettlemeyer，１９９９．
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those industries. Tashkent city and the Fergana region account for４０and２６
percent respectively with the regards to total.２１）

The government monitors the realization of large investment projects. It
gives preferences to high technology production projects. As a result of its in-
vestment policy the following investment projects have been realized : con-
struction and completion of Shurtan gas and chemical complex, organization
of cellulose production at Ferghana furan compounds plant, expansion of Kiz-
ilkum phosphorite combine.２２）In２０００，a number of joint ventures began their
operations such as“Hobas-TAPO”with the production of non-metallic pipes
with a capacity of２７０ km per year，“Uzsmatana-Santehnika”with water
counters production with the capacity of７５０thousand units per year，“Oltin
Deri”on４５thousand units of leather products in Andijan region, plant on pro-
duction of３９０million units of medicines and６．６million ampoule infusion so-
lutions per year and etc.２３）In order to depress import productions, and to in-
crease foreign exchange earnings, the government enacted the production lo-
calization program based on domestic raw produce in September２０００．“Addi-

２１）Ministry of Economics and Statistics，２００１．

２２）Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics，２００１．

２３）Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics，２００２．

Table６．Distribution of FDI and Loans in Uzbekistan
（in mln of soums）

１９９８ １９９９ ２０００ ２００１

Korakalpak Republic ２１１２ ２８６２ ２３８０ ５４８０

Regions :

Andijan ６９８０ １８６２ １６５９ １５６２８

Bukhara １１７１ ２８７６ ３２９０ ３３１１

Jizzak ６３６ １４１２ ５０３２ １４８９８

Kashkadarya ８４４ ３５３３０ ３８９５２ ８１７３５

Navoi １２３０ ４７７３ ９３４７ ３９７３７

Namangan ７２８０ １４８３ ９６０ ９０３０

Samarkand ７５７５ ７１５３ ５６６７ ８２１６

Surkhandarya ３５７ １７０７ １３７０ ９２３

Syrdarya ５８９ １９５３ ３７１４ ５１１６

Tashkent ５２０３ ４６４２ １８８５６ ２４７６９

Fergana １５３２７ １１８３７ １４３４２ ４６８３３

Khorezm ２３６８ ３８５３ ２４７７ ９０２５

Tashkent city ２５８４６ ３８８８７ ６２５３５ ７０８８３

Republic of Uzbekistan ７７５１８ １２０６３０ １７０５８１ ３３５５８４

Source : Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics.
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tional measures to attract foreign investment in joint ventures establish-
ment，”enacted on October２０００，has offered additional tax benefits for foreign
investment companies that are set up in rural areas.

3.4 Public Investment Program
The Public Investment Program（PIP）listing the most important projects

determines the government’s investment policy. According to the PIP of２００１，
the share of foreign investment and credits under the government guarantee
in total investments is２８．５percent, and５．２percent of them are foreign direct
investment related. Domestic investment sources are as follows : corporate
net incomes（２２．１percent），commercial banks credits（１．６percent），budget
resources（２０．８percent）．Foreign credits account for８２．７６percent of total for-
eign investments ; the remaining１７．２４percent accounts for foreign direct in-
vestment. Due to the increasing requirements for the preparation of feasibility
studies, project documents and project finance sources, the number of invest-
ment projects in the PIP has decreased since１９９９．In１９９９，PIP consisted of１８１，
in２０００-９１，and in２００１-７５projects.

In２００１，the greatest part of investment and credits has been achieved in
fuel-energy and industrial complex. On the other hand, the PIP of the last
years was socially oriented, so that in２０００，７．１ percent of the total invest-
ments were achieved in area of social welfare, including education, health
services, etc. In２００１ it reached１４．１ percent from total investments. Apart
from the above-mentioned areas, great attention is paid to small and medium
businesses. According to the PIP of２００１，credit lines for their development are
over１０percent of total credits.２４）

Among the greatest investment projects, listed in the PIP２００１-the booster
station construction at Shurtan gas condensate deposit site（１０６．０mln. USD），
the JV“Uzeksayd”accumulators’ production（３７．９mln. USD），mining and
processing the gold ores JV“Amantaytaw Goldfields”（３３．７mln. USD），the
creation of JV“Kabul-Ferghana Co. ltd．”based on Ferghana textiles combine
（３３．０ mln. USD），spinning production complex JV“Oqsaroy tuqimachi
ltd．”（２８．７mln. USD），the completion of spinning production construction JV
“Chinoz tuqimachi ltd．”（US＄２７．５mln．）.２５） The summary list of invest-
ment proposals includes１１５ investment projects with roughly estimated５．９
billion US dollars of foreign investment. There are huge investment opportuni-
ties in the energy sector such as reconstruction and modernization projects of
Tashkent, Navoi, Novo-Angren hydroelectric power stations ; Mubarek and
Tashkent heat power plants. Foreign investment is actively directed into the

２４）Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics，２００２．

２５）Ibid．，２００２．
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Table７．Number of Joint Ventures by Regions

１９９８ １９９９ ２０００ ２００１

Korakalpak Republic １２ １５ １８ ２４

Regions :

Andijan ８８ ９９ ９１ ９７

Bukhara ５４ ４６ ４４ ４６

Jizzakh ３４ ４６ ４１ ３４

Kashkadarya ４６ ５１ ４４ ５１

Navoi ３１ ３５ ３３ ２６

Namangan ７３ ７４ ６６ ７７

Samarkand １４４ １４１ １３７ １２１

Surkhandarya ４７ ５２ ４２ ４３

Syrdarya ３０ ２７ １６ ２０

Tashkent １２８ １５４ １６８ １８３

Fergana ７８ ７５ ６０ ６８

Khorezm ３６ ３５ ３４ ３４

Tashkent City ２４７７ ２７４４ ２７６０ ２６２１

Republic of Uzbekistan ３２７８ ３５９４ ３５５４ ３４４５

Source : Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics.

chemical industry. The projects of the Samarkand chemical plant reconstruc-
tion, Kungrad sodium plant construction, and Tubegatan potassium salt min-
ing are planned to be realized with foreign investment. Under above-
mentioned and agriculture irrigation and reclamation development projects,
technological equipment is supplied at the expense of foreign investment. Sev-
eral projects of“Almalik Mining and Smelting Company”are to be realized
with foreign equity participation.２６）

4. Concluding Remarks
The findings suggest that despite a much fractured economy and fragile

political situation at the time of independence, Uzbekistan has been able to
follow a policy that paved the way for economic stabilization ; though the
economy is still far from being in satisfactory condition. The government’s pol-
icy of gradual change has proved to be much in line with the needs of the coun-
try and this policy has been particularly helpful in averting and avoiding eco-
nomic jolts and uncertainty. The gradualism approach provided gestation peri-
ods for the policies to be absorbed by the economy that is still shaping up and

２６）Ministry of Macroeconomics and Statistics，２００２．
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feedback from the implemented projects helped to redesign of certain policies
in time. The progress on the FDI and foreign trade has been far less than com-
mendable as strict foreign exchange regulations proved a bottleneck in encour-
aging foreign investment into the country. Again, the directional policy of the
government in allowing foreign investment in certain priority areas also ham-
pers the natural course of the investment and in my opinion has either slowed
the pace of foreign capital inflow or diverted it to some other countries where
it found more favorable conditions. These features are different from East
Asian countries including China. These countries have also protected domestic
industries and firms, while promoting exporting industries through admitting
１００％ foreign owned FDI concerning exports and establishing FDI-preferential
districts. The Asian experience shows that a liberalized approach, but not lais-
sez fair approach, as well as the current targeted investment allocation ap-
proach is more likely to result in better FDI flows in the country. Finally,
gradualism needs to be coupled with instant actions and policy making in ar-
eas that are lagging behind due to misallocation in the past.

As for the factors which really matter to the attraction of FDI to the re-
gion, I must say that no other country in the region has as much potential as
Uzbekistan has. Uzbekistan is rich in natural resources, some of which are al-
ready being extracted but most are still unexplored. Furthermore it has a rela-
tively developed human capital base with a cheap wage rate. Since it has a
very important geopolitical position in the region and a vast domestic market,
Uzbekistan could be very progressive in attracting the FDI. Of course the cur-
rent situation in Uzbekistan is not ideal for FDI inflow, as there is lack of suffi-
cient infrastructure, as this is one of the preconditions for investors. Bureau-
cratic obstacles, as well, make foreigners reluctant to invest in the country. But
the main obstacle for investors is still the dual exchange rate and limited ex-
change of national currency into hard currency. In order to be progressive in
attracting FDI, the following additional steps are recommended to create an
FDI friendly environment in the country.

First, the existence of the different exchange rates severely undermines
the country’s ability to utilize its growth potential. That is why the first task
for the government of Uzbekistan should be to reform the exchange regime, in
order to eliminate the multiple exchange regime and make the national cur-
rency fully convertible. Secondly, the scope of laws and decrees must be revised.
Since they do not fully protect foreign investment or guarantee free exchange
of income into hard currency. Thirdly, since no country can develop with only
foreign aid and investment, incentives should be created for increased domes-
tic savings, for the purpose of increasing domestic investments. Only with the
help of domestic savings, a country can reach a high level of growth. A fourth
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point is to build a market infrastructure, for a transitional country, like Uzbek-
istan is. With the poor market infrastructure and maintenance, attraction of
foreign direct investment is very low. That is why building national roads, rail-
roads, international airports also becomes a priority.

Doctoral Student, Hokkaido University
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